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Abstract
We present a generalization of the spinor and twistor geometry for on (pseudo) Riemannian manifolds
enabled with nonholonomic distributions or for Finsler–Cartan spaces modelled on tangent Lorentz bundles.
Nonholonomic (Finsler) twistors are defined as solutions of generalized twistor equations determined by spin
connections and frames adapted to nonlinear connection structures. We show that the constructions for local
twistors can be globalized using nonholonomic deformations with "auxiliary" metric compatible connections
completely determined by the metric structure and/or the Finsler fundamental function. We explain how to
perform such an approach in the Einstein gravity theory formulated in Finsler like variables with conventional
nonholonomic 2+2 splitting.
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1 Introduction
Twistor theory began with R. Penrose’s two papers in 1967 and 1968 and the subject has grown in different
directions of modern mathematics and classical and quantum physics (for introductions to twistor theory and
reviews of results, and references, see the monographs [1, 2, 3, 4]). From a "modest" geometric point of view,
twistor structures and transforms are naturally related to certain methods of constructing solutions for self–dual
Yang–Mills and Einstein equations and complex/supersymmetric generalizations of the Minkowski and Einstein
spacetime geometry.
In this article, we give an introduction into the differential geometry of Finsler spinors and twistors. We shall
define twistors for models of metric compatible Finsler spaces and study possible connections to the general
relativity theory and modifications. Our "pragmatic" goal is to point researchers that there is an important
relation between the twistor transforms, nonholonomic deformations of fundamental spacetime geometric objects
and a method for generating exact off–diagonal solutions of gravitational field equations in Einstein gravity
and modified/generalized theories.1 We shall apply a geometric formalism related to the anholonomic frame
deformation method of constructing exact solutions [5] and A–brane, deformation and gauge like quantization
of gravity [8]. In such models, Finsler like variables can be introduced via respective nonholonomic 2+2 and/or
n + n splitting, for distributions with fibered structure, on Einstein and/or (pseudo) Riemannian manifolds.
∗sergiu.vacaru@uaic.ro; http://www.uaic.ro/uaic/bin/view/Research/AdvancedTheoretical
†associated visiting research affiliation
1The corresponding metrics can not be diagonalized via coordinate transforms. In modern literature, there are used different
words "anholonomic", "nonholonomic" and/or "non–integrable" which we shall consider as equivalent ones.
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This allows us to decouple the Einstein equations with respect to some classes of nonholonomic frames and
construct generic off–diagonal exact solutions depending on all coordinates via certain classes of generating and
integration functions and parameters.
Let us emphasize some substantial differences between the geometry of (pseudo) Finsler spaces and that
of (pseudo) Riemannian manifolds2, see definitions and details in next section. Different models of Finsler
geometry are characterized by different classes of nonlinear and linear connections and lifts on tangent bundles of
geometric objects, nonholonomic distributions and related curvature and torsion tensors. Such a geometry is not
completely determined by a Finsler metric F (xi, ya), which is a nonlinear quadratic element with homogeneity
conditions of typical fiber coordinates ya on a tangent bundle TM to a manifold M, with local coordinates
xi, or a (nonholonomic) manifold V with non–integrable fibred structure. The geometric constructions on
Finsler spaces have to be adapted to an another fundamental geometric object, the nonlinear connection (N–
connection), N. There are necessary additional assumptions on a chosen Finsler linear connection D (the third
fundamental geometric object, also adapted to the N–connection) which can be metric compatible, or non–
compatible.3 In certain cases, it is possible to construct an associated metric structure g on total space TM ,
to introduce various types of curvature, torsion and nonmetricity tensors etc.
In brief, a model of Finsler geometry is completely stated by a triple of fundamental "boldface" geometric
objects (F : N,g,D) generated by F , which is very different from the case of (pseudo) Riemannian geometry
which is determined by data (g,▽), for a metric tensor g being compatible with the Levi–Civita connection ▽
and with zero torsion (such a linear connection is completely defined by the metric structure).
Some classes of Finsler geometries and generalizations may admit spinor formulations [20, 21, 22]. For
instance, in the case of metric compatible models, such methods were developed for the so–called Finsler–Cartan
and canonical distinguished connections [23, 14, 19]) when well defined Finsler–Ricci flow [24], supersymmetric
[25] and/or noncommutative generalizations [26] can be performed and applied for generating exact solutions
for Finsler brane cosmology [27] etc. Such constructions are technically very cumbersome and, in general, not
possible for metric noncompatible Finsler geometries with, for instance, Chern or Berwald connections, see
[19, 28] and references therein for reviews of results and critical remarks on possible applications in modern
physics.
A proposal how the concept of twistors and nonholonomic twistor equations could be extended for Finsler
spaces and generalizations was discussed in [21]. The approach was based on an idea to use spinor and twistor
geometries for arbitrary finite dimensional spacetimes (see Appendix to volume 2 in [1]) modified to the case of
metric compatible Finsler connections and their higher order generalizations with "nonhomogeneous" generating
functions, for instance, generalized Lagrange geometries etc. Those nonholonomic (generalized Finsler) twistor
constructions had some roots to former our works on "twistor wave function of Universe" [29] and nearly geodesic
maps of curved spaces and twistors [30].4
2In our works, the meaning of the word "pseudo" is equivalent to "semi" which are used for models of curved spaces in standard
particle and gravity physics and/or in mathematical literature when the metric may have a local pseudo–Euclidean local signature
of type (−,+,+,+). Here we note that such terms, together with a nonstandard for physicists concept of Minkowski space, have
different definitions in some monographs on Finsler geometry [9, 10, 11, 12, 13], see also recent theories with (pseudo) Finsler
metrics, for instance, [14, 15, 16, 17, 18].
3We use boldface symbols for spaces enabled with a N–connection structure and geometric objects adapted to such a structure
[19]. In certain canonical models of Finsler geometry, the values FN, Fg, FD are derived for a fundamental (generating) Finsler
function F following certain geometric/variational principles, up to certain classes of generalized frame transforms. For simplicity,
in this work we shall omit left up or low labels if that will not result in ambiguities. We shall work on necessary type real and/or
complex manifolds of finite dimensions. Tensor and spinor indices will be considered, in general, as abstract ones, and with the
Einstein’s summation rule for frame/coordinate reprezentations.
4
Historical Remarks: The author of this paper began his research on "twistor gauge models of gravity" when he was a post–
graduate at physics department of "M. A. Lomonosov" State University at Moscow, during 1984-1987. At that time, there were
translated in Russian some fundamental papers on Twistor Theory and published a series of important works by "soviet" authors,
for instance, the Russian variant of [2]. Various subjective issues related to the "crash" of former Soviet Union resulted in defending
author’s PhD thesis [31] in 1994, at University Alexandru Ioan Cuza, UAIC, at Iaşi (Yassy), Romania. There were also certain
important scientific arguments to transfer such a research on geometry and physics from Russia to Romania, where some schools
on nonholonomic geometry and generalized Finsler spaces (for instance, supervised by G. Vraˇnceanu and A. Bejancu) published a
number of works beginning 20ths of previous Century but worked in isolation during dictatorial "socialist period".
Twistor equations are generically nonintegrable for arbitrary curved spacetime. Such equations became integrable, for instance,
if the Weyl spinor vanishes, see details in [1]. Our main idea is to use for definition of twistors another class of equations with
2
Recently, it was suggested [40] to use the nondegenerate Hessian gab :=
1
2
∂2F
∂ya∂yb
in order to define a class
of twistor structures related to Finslerian geodesics, which are integral curves of certain systems of ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) and some projective classes of isotropic sprays. Such constructions were performed
for Finsler generating functions with scalar flag curvature, in special, for the Randers metric. It was possible
to formulate a variational principle for twistor curves arising from such examples of Finsler geometries with
scalar flag structure. The (nonlinear) geodesic/ (semi) spray configurations reflect only partially the geometric
properties, and possible relations to systems of differential equations (with partial derivatives ones, PDEs, and/or
ODEs) of spaces endowed with fundamental Finsler functions. As we emphasized above, complete geometric
and possible physically viable models of Finsler spacetimes can be formulated after additional assumptions
on linear connection structures and conditions on their (non) compatibility with the metric and N–connection
structure. Only in such cases, we can conclude if there are, or not, Finsler analogs of spinors and anisotropic
models of bosonic and fermionic fields and interactions for certain classes of Finsler connections.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we present a brief introduction into the geometry of metric
compatible nonholonomic manifolds and bundles enabled with nonlinear connection (N–connection) structure. It
is elaborated an unified N–adapted formalism both for the Finsler–Cartan spaces and the Einstein gravity theory
reformulated in Finsler like variables. We also provide new results on the geometry of conformal transforms
and N–connection structures. Section 3 is devoted to the differential geometry of spinors on Finsler–Cartan and
Einstein–Finsler spaces. We define nonholonomic (Finsler) twistors in section 4 considering "auxiliar" metric
compatible Finsler like connections. There are studied the conditions when nonholonomic twistors can describe
global structures in Einstein gravity and modifications.
Acknowledgements: The work is partially supported by the Program IDEI, PN-II-ID-PCE-2011-3-0256
and by an associated visiting research position at CERN.
2 Nonholonomic (Finsler) Geometry and Gravity
Finsler type geometries can be modelled on (pseudo) Riemannian manifolds and/or tangent bundles enabled
with necessary types nonholonomic distributions and supersymmteric and/or noncommutative generalizations.
In this section, we fix notations and provide necessary results. For details and proofs, we refer to [7, 19, 14]
where the so–called geometry of Finsler–Einstein gravity and modifications is formulated in a language familiar
to researchers in mathematical relativity.
2.1 The geometry of nonholonomic bundles and manifolds
2.1.1 Nonlinear and distinguished connections
Let us consider a (n+m)–dimensional real or complex manifoldV of necessary smooth/analytic/holomorphic
class, where 1) n = m = 2 (this will be used for constructing exact solutions in general relativity applying Finsler
and twistor methods), or 2) n = m = 4 (for Finsler twistor models on tangent bundles to Lorentz manifolds).
an "auxiliary" metric compatible connection, completely determined by the same metric but with nontrivial torsion. For certain
conditions on noholonomic structure, various "non–integrable" twistor configurations can be globalized in a self–consistent form.
Imposing additional anholonomi conditions, we can extract, for instance, certain real vacuum Einstein manifolds. Such methods
were formalized by G. Vraˇnceanu in his geometry of "nonholonomic manifods" [32, 33, 34], see further developments in [35] and,
with applications in modern classical and quantum gravity and generalized Finsler geometries and (non) commutative geomeric
flows, [14, 19, 26].
In some sense, Finsler spaces are modelled by geometries with nonholonomic distributions on tangent bundles or on manifolds
with fibered structure. The most closed to standard physics directions were developed following some fundamental geometric ideas
and results due to E. Cartan [23], M. Matsumoto [10] and others (on almost Kähler Finsler structures, Einstein equations for the
Cartan–Finsler connection, J. Kern’s geometrization of mechanics via Finsler methods [36] etc). Using nonholonomic distributions,
it was possible to formulate Clifford and spinor analogs of metric compatible Finsler geometries and generalizations and define
Dirac–Finsler operators [20, 21], see also reviews of results and complete lists of references in [22, 14, 26]. Approaches based on
Berwald and Chern connections, semisprays and sectional curvature [13, 37] have been developed in modern literature but because
of nonmetricity and spectific "nonminimal" relations between the Finsler metric and curvature seem to be less related to standard
theories in physics [28, 19].
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Definition 2.1 A nonholonomic manifold is a pair (V,N ) defined by a nonintegrable distribution N on V.
The geometry of nonholonomic real manifolds is studied in Refs. [32, 33, 34, 19, 14] for various finite
dimensions n ≥ 2 and m > 1. For simplicity, we shall consider a subclass of nonholonomic distributions N
stating fibered structures π : V → V with constant rank π, where V is a two dimensional, 2-d, or 4-d, (for
instance, pseudo–Riemanian manifold, or any its complexified version). In general, we can consider any such
map with differential map π⊺ : TV → TV when the kernel of π⊺, which is just the vertical subspace vV
with a related inclusion mapping i : vV→TV, defines a corresponding vertical subspace as a nonholonomic
distribution.
Definition 2.2 –Theorem: A nonlinear connection (N–connection) N on V can be defined in two equivalent
forms:
a) by the splitting on the left with an exact sequence 0 → vV
i
→ TV→ TV/vV → 0, i.e. by a morphism of
submanifolds N : TV→vV such that N ◦ i is the unity in vV.
b) Globalizing the local distributions associated to such nonholonomic splitting N we prove that a N–connection
defines a Whitney sum of conventional horizontal (h) subspace, hV, and vertical (v) subspace, hV,
TV =hV⊕vV. (1)
We shall use "boldface" symbols in order to emphasize that a geometric object is defined on a nonholonomic
manifold V enabled with N–connection structure and call such an object to be, for instance, a distinguished
tensor (in brief, d–tensor, d-metric, d–spinor, d–connection), or a d–vector X = (hX, vX) ∈ TV. A N–
connection is characterized by its curvature, i.e. the Neijenhuis tensor,
Ω(X,Y) := [vX, vY] + v [X,Y]− v [vX,Y]− v [X, vY] , (2)
for any d–vectors X,Y and commutator [·, ·] .5
Definition 2.3 A distinguished connection (d–connection) D is a linear connection conserving under paral-
lelism the Whitney sum (1), i.e. the N–connection splitting into h– and v–subspaces.
We can perform a decomposition of D into h- and v–covariant derivatives D =(hD, vD) , when DX :=
X⌋D =hX⌋D + vX⌋D =hDX + vDX, where "⌋” is the interior product.
Definition 2.4 For a d–connection D, we can define:
a) the torsion d–tensor
T (X,Y) := DXY −DYX− [X,Y] ; (3)
b) the curvature d–tensor
R(X,Y) := DXDY−DYDX−D[X,Y]. (4)
Introducing h-v–decompositionsD = (hD, vD) andX = (hX, vX) in above formulas, we compute respective
h-v–components (i.e. d–tensor N–adapted components) of the torsion and curvature of a d–connection. For
instance, there are five nontrivial components of torsion,
T (X,Y) = {hT (hX, hY), hT (hX, vY), vT (hX, hY), vT (aX, hY), vT (vX, vY)},
for arbitrary d–vectors X and Y.
5N–connections were used in coefficient form in E. Cartan’s first monograph on Finsler geometry [23]. The first global definition
is due to C. Ehresmann [38], it was studied in Finsler geometry and generalizations by A. Kawaguchi [39] and Greek and Romanian
geometers and physicists [14]. The abroach was developed and applied to various nonholonomic and/or Finsler generalizations on
superspaces, in noncommutative geometry and constructing exact solutions in gravity [20, 25, 21, 14, 19], see also references therein.
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2.1.2 Metric compatible nonholonomic manifolds
A nonholonomic manifold V is enabled with a metric structure defined by symmetric nondegenerate second
rank tensor g. Such a metric can be described equivalently by a d–metric g = (hg, vg) with corresponding h–
and v–metrics, in N–adapted form.
Definition 2.5 -Theorem: A d–connection D is metric compatible with a d–metric g if and only if Dg = 0
imposing conditions of compatibility in h-v–form for decompositions D =(hD, vD) and g = (hg, vg).
In this paper, we shall use only metric compatible connections.
Theorem 2.1 Any metric structure g defines a unique Levi–Civita connection ∇ which is metric compatible,
∇g = 0, and with zero torsion,
∇T (X,Y) := ∇XY−∇YX− [X,Y] = 0.
We note that ∇ is not a d–connection because it does not preserve under parallelism the N–connection
splitting. For a N (1) with nonzero N–curvature Ω (2), there is a "preferred" d–connection which can be
considered as the analog of the Levi–Civita connection for nonholonomic manifolds:
Theorem 2.2 Any metric structure g defines a unique canonical d–connection D which is metric compatible,
Dg = 0, and with zero "pure" horizontal and "vertical" d–torsions, i.e., respectively, hT (hX, hY) = 0 and
vT (vX, vY), for T (X,Y) := DXY −DYX− [X,Y] .
For a fixed N, both linear connections ∇ and D are completely defined by the same metric g.6 There is
a substantial difference between the canonical d–connection D and the connections used in Riemann–Cartan
geometry (see, for instance, [1] and detailed discussions with respect Einstein and Finsler geometries and metric–
affine generalizations in [7, 19, 14]). The torsion T is completely defined by data (g,N), i.e. by the metric
structure if the value N is prescribed, but in the Einstein–Cartan gravity we need additional algebraic equations
for torsion.
Corollary 2.1 There is a canonical distortion relation
D = ∇+Q, (5)
where both linear connections D and ∇ and the distortion tensor Q are completely defined by the metric tensor
g for a prescribed N–connection splitting.
Using the torsion tensor R (4) of D, we can introduce in standard form the Ricci d–tensor Ric, which is
nonsymmetric because of nontrivial nonholonomic/ torsion structure, the curvature scalar sR and the Einstein
d–tensor E. The (canonical nonholonomic) Einstein equations for D are written geometrically
E = Ric−
1
2
g sR = Υ, (6)
where the source Υ can be computed as in general relativity (GR) with spacetime metric but ∇ → D. A
N–adapted variational calculus with possible matter fields (fluids, bosons, fermions etc, all with respect to
nonholonomic frames) can be formulated but this will result in nonsymmetric d–tensors Υ, which is not sur-
prising because of nonholonmic character of such constructions with induced torsion. On (pseudo) Riemannian
manifolds with singnature (−+++) and a prescribed nonintegrable decomposition 2+ 2, we can perform local
constructions with Υ→ {Tαβ}, where Tαβ is the energy–momentum tensor in GR. This allows us to provide a
physical interpretation to interactions constants. We need additional assumptions on new interaction constants
6In a series of our works, we wrote D̂ for the canonical d–connection and used "hats" for the coefficients and values computed for
this linear connection. In this article we shall use only the symbol D; in next sections, D̂ will be used for a conformal transforation
of D.
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if the equations are considered on a tangent bundle with total dimension 8; from a formal geometric point of
view, there are certain canonical lifts of geometric objects on Lorentz manifolds to their tangent bundles.
The canonical distortion tensorQ[g,N] from (5) is an algebraic combination of the nonholonomically induced
torsion T [g,N] all completely defined by values g andN. It is possible to choose certain integrable configurations
intN (this is equivalent to transforms of geometric constructions with respect to certain classes of locally
integrable frames of reference) when
Ω = 0, T = 0, Q = 0 (7)
Theorem 2.3 For integrable N–connection structures when D|T =0 = ∇, the canonical nonholonomic Einstein
equations (6) for (pseudo) Riemannian metrics of dimension 2 + 2 are equivalent to the Einstein equations in
GR.
Proof. It is a straightforward consequence of Corollary 2.1 and (7) and above presented considerations on
sources.
 (end proof).
2.1.3 Formulas in N–adapted frames and coordinates
We shall denote the local coordinates on a nonholonomic manifold V in the form u = (x, y), or uα = (xi, ya),
where the h–indices run values i, j, ... = 1, 2, ...n (for nonholonomic deformations in GR, i, j, ... = 1, 2 or, on
tangent to Lorentz bundles, i, j, ... = 1, 2, 3, 4) and the v–indices take values a, b, c, ... = n+1, n+ 2, n+m (for
nonholonomic deformations in GR, a, b, ... = 3, 4 and, on tangent to Lorentz bundles, or a, b, ... = 5, 6, 7, 8). For
bundle spaces, ya are typical fiber coordinates and xi are coordinates on base manifolds. We can introduce on
V certain local coordinate bases ∂α = ∂/∂u
α = (∂i = ∂/∂x
i, ∂a = ∂/∂y
a) and their duals duβ = (dxj , dyb) [we
shall emphasize some indices if it is necessary that they are coordinate ones but omit "underlining" when that
will not result in ambiguities].
Transforms to arbitrary local frames, eα, and (co) frames, e
β , are given by nondegenerate "vierbein" matrices,
e
α
α(u), and their duals, e
β
β(u), respectively, eα = e
α
α∂α and e
β = eββdu
β . Such transforms do not preserve a
N–connection splitting and mix h-v–indices. "Not–underlined" indices α, β, ...; i, j, ...; a, b, ... will be considered,
in general, as abstract labels [1]. The indices may be considered as coordinate ones for decompositions with
respect to coordinate bases (in our works, we do not consider "boldface" indices but only "boldface" symbols
for spaces/geometric objects enabled with/adapted to a N–connection structure).
Locally, a N–connection N (1) is defined by its coefficients Nai (u),
N = Nai (u)dx
i ⊗ ∂/∂ya.
Proposition 2.1 A N–connection structure states a N–linear system of reference,
eα =
(
ei =
∂
∂xi
−N bi
∂
∂yb
, ea =
∂
∂ya
)
, (8)
and its dual
eβ =
(
ej = dxj , eb = dyb +N bi dx
i
)
. (9)
Proof. This follows from the possibility to construct N–adapted bases of type
eα = e
α
α ∂α and e
β = eββdu
β, (10)
where
e αα (u) =
[
e
i
i (u) N
b
i (u)e
a
b (u)
0 e
a
a (u)
]
, eββ(u) =
[
eii(u) −N
b
k(u)e
k
i (u)
0 eaa(u)
]
. (11)

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One of the arguments to say that manifolds/bundles enabled with N–connection structure are nonholonomic
is that the frames (9) satisfy the nonholonomy relations
[eα, eβ] = eαeβ − eβeα = W
γ
αβeγ , (12)
where the (antisymmetric) nontrivial anholonomy coefficients are computed W bia = ∂aN
b
i and W
a
ji = Ω
a
ij.
Proposition 2.2 Any metric structure g on V can be written in N–adapted form as a distinguished metric
(d–metric)
g = hg + vh = gij(u) e
i ⊗ ej + hab(u) e
a ⊗ eb. (13)
Proof. Via frame/coordinate transforms, gαβ = e
α′
αe
β′
βgα′β′ , any metric
g = g
αβ
(u) duα ⊗ duβ (14)
can written in the form
g
αβ
=
[
gij +N
a
i N
b
jhab N
e
j hae
N ei hbe hab
]
. (15)
Introducing formulas (9) and (11) into (13) we obtain the coordinate form (14) and (15). Inverse transforms
are similar.

Using the last two propositions, we can compute the N–adapted coefficients Γγαβ =
(
Lijk, L
a
bk, C
i
jc, C
a
bc
)
,
with respect to frames (8) and (9), of the canonical d–connection D,
Lijk =
1
2
gir (ekgjr + ejgkr − ergjk) , (16)
Labk = eb(N
a
k ) +
1
2
hac
(
ekhbc − hdc ebN
d
k − hdb ecN
d
k
)
,
Cijc =
1
2
gikecgjk, C
a
bc =
1
2
had (echbd + echcd − edhbc) .
The N–adapted coefficients of d–torsion
T = {Tγαβ = (T
i
jk, T
i
ja, T
a
ji, T
a
bi, T
a
bc)} (2.1.1) of D are computed
T ijk = L
i
jk − L
i
kj = 0, T
i
ja = − T
i
aj = C
i
ja, T
a
ji = Ω
a
ji,
T abi = ∂bN
a
i − L
a
bi, T
a
bc = C
a
bc − C
a
cb = 0. (17)
We provide also the N–adapted coefficients of d–curvature
R = {Rταβν = (R
i
hjk, R
a
bjk, R
i
jka, R
c
bka, R
i
jbc, R
a
bcd)} (4) of D,
Rihjk = ek L
i
hj − ej L
i
hk + L
m
hjL
i
mk − L
m
hk L
i
mj − C
i
haΩ
a
kj ,
Rabjk = ek L
a
bj − ej L
a
bk + L
c
bj L
a
ck − L
c
bkL
a
cj − C
a
bcΩ
c
kj ,
Rijka = ea L
i
jk − DkC
i
ja + C
i
jb T
b
ka, (18)
Rcbka = eaL
c
bk −Dk C
c
ba + C
c
bdT
c
ka,
Rijbc = ec C
i
jb − eb C
i
jc + C
h
jbC
i
hc − C
h
jcC
i
hb,
Rabcd = edC
a
bc − ecC
a
bd + C
e
bcC
a
ed − C
e
bd C
a
ec.
Contracting indices, we can compute the h- v–components Rαβ + R
τ
αβτ of the Ricci tensor Ric,
Rij + R
k
ijk, Ria + −R
k
ika, Rai + R
b
aib, Rab + R
c
abc. (19)
The scalar curvature is
sR + g
αβRαβ = g
ij Rij + h
abRab. (20)
In component form, the analog of Theorem 2.3 is
7
Theorem 2.4 The Einstein equations in GR are equivalent to
R βδ −
1
2
gβδ sR = Υβδ, (21)
Lcaj = ea(N
c
j ), C
i
jb = 0, Ω
a
ji = 0, (22)
written for the canonical d–connection coefficients (16) if Υβδ → Tβδ (energy–momentum tensor for matter)
for D→ ∇.
Proof. It follows from above component formulas introduced in (6) and (7). The constraints (22) are
equivalent to (7), i.e. to the condition of zero torsion (17) and zero distortion d–tensors Q = 0, which results
in D =∇, see (5).

The main reason to work with equations of type (6) and (21) is that such equations for D (we say "in
nonholonomic variables") decouple with respect to N–adapted frames (for spaces with splitting of dimension 2,
or 3,+2+2+2+ ...) for generic off–diagonal ansatz for metric g and certain parameterizations of N depending
on all coordinates. This allows us to integrate such nonlinear PDE in very general forms. We construct integral
varieties determined by corresponding classes of generating and integration functions and integration constant
which may be defined from certain boundary/Cauchy conditions and additional physical arguments. Imposing
additional Levi–Civita (LC) conditions (7), which constrain nonholonomically the integral varieties of solutions
of E = Υ, we can "extract" solutions in GR. We note that we can not decouple and integrate in such off–
diagonal forms the Einstein equations if we work from the very beginning and only with ∇. The main "trick" is
that we "relax" the constraints of zero torsion in the standard Einstein equations by considering an "auxiliary"
connection D (in next section, we shall see that this is a Finsler type d–connection); such constructions are
provided in Refs. [5, 14, 19].
2.2 Metric compatible Finsler–Cartan geometries
We outline some results from the Finsler geometry on tangent bundles [11, 23, 9, 10, 13] and show how the
constructions can be re–defined for nonholonomic (pseudo) Riemannian manifolds [19, 14, 28].
2.2.1 The Finsler fundamental/generating function
Let us consider a tangent bundle TM =
⋃
x∈M TxM, where TxM are the tangent spaces at points x ∈ M,
for the base space M being a real C∞ manifold of dimension dimM = n. Roughly, the term Finsler ”metric” F
is used for a (Finsler) geometry determined on TM by a nonlinear quadratic element
ds2 = F 2(x, dx), (23)
when dxi ∼ yi. This generalizes the well–known and very important example of (pseudo) Riemannian geometry,
determined by a metric tensor gij(x
k). Taking a particular case with quadratic form F =
√
|gij(x)yiyj| we
obtain
ds2 = gij(x)dx
idxj. (24)
Such an element states a geometry on M with geometric objects depending only on x–variables even for
definitions of tensors, linear connections, spinors etc objects the tangent bundle TM is also involved in order
to define such objects by analogy to flat spaces.
Definition 2.6 A Finsler fundamental/generating function (metric) is a function F : TM → [0,∞) subjected
to the conditions:
1. F (x, y) is C∞ on T˜M := TM\{0}, for {0} denoting the set of zero sections of TM on M ;
2. F (x, βy) = βF (x, y), for any β > 0, i.e. it is a positive 1–homogeneous function on the fibers of TM ;
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3. for any y ∈ T˜xM, the Hessian
v g˜ij(x, y) =
1
2
∂2F 2
∂yi∂yj
(25)
is considered as s a ”vertical” (v) metric on typical fiber, i.e. it is nondegenerate and positive definite,
det | v g˜ij | 6= 0.
If the base M is taken to be a Lorentz manifold in GR, we can construct generalizations on TM with a good
physical axiomatic system which is very similar to that of Einstein gravity when the Levi–Civita connection ∇
is substituted by a metric compatible Finsler variant of the canonical d–connection D, see discussions in [41]
and next subsections.
Remark 2.1 The condition 3 above should be relaxed to "not positive definite" for models of Finsler gravity
with finite, in general, locally anisotropic speed of light.
Considering a background (pseudo) Riemannian metric gij(x) with signature (+,+,+,−) on M, we can
elaborate various geometric and physical models on TM with locally anisotropic metrics gij(x, y) depending
on "velocity" type coordinates ya. The main difference between (pseudo) Riemannian and Finsler geometries is
that the first type ones are completely defined by a metric structure gij(x) (from which a unique Levi–Civita
connection ∇ can be constructed) but the second type ones can not be completely derived from a Finsler metric
F (x, y) and/or its Hessian v g˜ij(x, y).
Remark 2.2 A complete Finsler geometry model (F : FN, Fg, FD) can be defined by additional assumptions
on how three fundamental geometric objects (the N–connection FN, the total metric Fg, the d–connection
FD) can be determined uniquely by a fundamental Finsler function F.
Finsler like geometries can be elaborated on a generic nonholonomic bundle/manifold V following self–
consistent geometric and physically important principles (for instance, V = TM, V is a (pseudo) Riemannian
manifold with nonholonomic 2 + 2 splitting [5]; there were performed similar generalizations for supermani-
folds/superbundles and/or noncommutative generalizations, affine–Finsler spaces etc, see [25, 26, 14]).
2.2.2 The canonical Finsler connections and lifts of metrics
Let us consider L = F 2 is considered as an effective regular Lagrangian on TM and action integral S(τ) =
1∫
0
L(x(τ), y(τ))dτ , for yk(τ) = dxk(τ)/dτ, where x(τ) parameterizes smooth curves on a manifold M with
τ ∈ [0, 1].
Lemma 2.1 The Euler–Lagrange equations ddτ
∂L
∂yi
− ∂L
∂xi
= 0 are equivalent to the ”nonlinear geodesic” (equiva-
lently, semi–spray) equations d
2xk
dτ2
+ 2G˜k(x, y) = 0, where
G˜k =
1
4
g˜kj
(
yi
∂2L
∂yj∂xi
−
∂L
∂xj
)
, (26)
for g˜kj being inverse to v g˜ij ≡ g˜ij (25).
Certain geometric properties of fundamental Finsler functions can be studied via semi–spray configurations
not concerning the problem of definition of connections and metrics for such spaces. For instance, J. Kern [36]
suggested to consider nonhomomgeneous regular Lagrangians instead of those considered in Finsler geometry.
That resulted in so–called Lagrange–Finsler geometry, on applications in modern physics see [19, 28].
Definition 2.7 -Corollary: There is a canonical N–connection N˜ = {N˜aj },
N˜aj :=
∂G˜a(x, y)
∂yj
, (27)
completely defined by the fundamental Finsler function F.
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Proof. Using the above Lemma and local computations we can verify that the conditions Definition–
Theorem (2.2) for N–connections are satisfied. See also details of such a proof in [14].

We note that via N˜ a Finsler metric F defines naturally certain N–adapted frame structures e˜ν = (e˜i, ea)
and e˜µ = (ei, e˜a) : we have to substitute Naj → N˜
a
j into, respectively, (8) and (9).
Definition 2.8 -Corollary: A total metric structure on TM can be defined by a Sasaky type lift of g˜ij ,
g˜ = g˜ij(x, y) e
i ⊗ ej + g˜ij(x, y) e˜
i ⊗ e˜j. (28)
It is possible to use other geometric principles for ”lifts and projections” when, for instance, from a given
F it is constructed a complete homogeneous metric on total/horizontal spaces of TM . For models of locally
anisotropic/Finsler gravity on TM, or on V, a generalized covariance principle has to be considered following
geometric and physical considerations [41]. Such constructions are performed up to certain frame/coordinate
transforms e˜γ → eγ′ = e
γ
γ′ e˜γ . From a formal point of view, we can omit ”tilde” on symbols and write, in general,
g = {gαβ and N = {N
a
i = e
a
a′e
i′
i N
a′
i′ }. We can define a subclass of frame/coordinate transforms preserving a
prescribed splitting (1).
2.2.3 Models of Finsler–Cartan spaces
Using last two Definition–Corollaries, we prove
Theorem 2.5 A fundamental Finsler function F (x, y) defines naturally a nonholonomic Riemann–Cartan
model on T˜M determined by geometric data (F : FN = N˜, Fg = g˜, FD = D), where D is determined by
N–adapted coefficients Γγαβ = ( L
i
jk, L
a
bk, C
i
jc, C
a
bc) computed using formulas (16) for g→ g˜ (28) and N→ N˜
(27).
Introducing coefficients Γγαβ, respectively, into formulas (17) and (18), we compute the torsion T and
curvature R of D.
In Finsler geometry it is largely used the Cartan d–connection D˜ [23], see details in [9], which is also metric
compatible and can be related to D (16) via frame transforms and deformations. If we consider that Labk → L
i
jk
and Cijc → C
a
bc for arbitrary g and N on TM (i.e. we identify respectively a = n + i with i and b = n + j),
we obtain the so–called normal d–connection nD = ( nLijk,
nCijc) where
nLijk =
1
2
gih(ekgjh + ejgkh − ehgjk),
nCabc =
1
2
gae(ebhec + echeb − eehbc). (29)
Definition 2.9 The Cartan d–connection D˜ = (L˜i jk, C˜
i
jc) is defined by introducing g = g˜ with h˜ij = g˜ij and
N = N˜ in (29).
Using formulas (17) and (18) for N–adapted coefficients of D˜, we prove
Theorem 2.6 The nontrivial components of torsion T˜αβγ = {T˜
i
jc, T˜
a
ij , T˜
a
ib} and curvature
R˜αβγτ = {R˜
i
hjk, P˜
i
jka, S˜
a
bcd} of D˜ are respectively
T˜ ijk = 0, T˜
i
jc = C˜
i
jc, T˜
a
ij = Ω˜
a
ij , T˜
a
ib = eb
(
N˜ai
)
− L˜abi, T˜
a
bc = 0, (30)
and
R˜ihjk = e˜kL˜
i
hj − e˜jL˜
i
hk + L˜
m
hjL˜
i
mk − L˜
m
hkL˜
i
mj − C˜
i
haΩ˜
a
kj , (31)
P˜ ijka = eaL˜
i
jk − D˜kC˜
i
ja, S˜
a
bcd = edC˜
a
bc − ecC˜
a
bd + C˜
e
bcC˜
a
ed − C˜
e
bdC˜
a
ec.
A very important property of
(
g˜; h˜ij = g˜ij , D˜
)
is that such geometric data can be encoded equivalently
into an almost Kähler structure [10]. This allows us to perform deformation quantization and or A–brane
quantization of Finsler geometry and generalizations, see [7, 6]. Such constructions are important for definition
of almost Kähler spinors and Dirac operators in Finsler geometry (we do not present details in this work but
emphasize that almost symplectic Finsler structures can be encoded into corresponding spinor and twistor
structures).
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2.2.4 On metric noncompatible Finsler geometries
Mathematicians elaborated different models of Finsler geometry generated by a fundamental Finsler function
F (x, y). Most known are constructions due to L. Berwald [42] and S. Chern [43] (see details in [13]) and
"nonstandard" definition for the Ricci curvature by H. Akbar–Zadeh [37]. For instance,
• the Berwald d–connection is BD : = ( BLijk = ∂N˜
i
j/∂y
k, BCijc = 0);
• the Chern d–connection is ChD : = ( ChLijk = L˜
i
jk,
ChCijc = 0).
The Chern’s d–connection is very similar to the Levi–Civita connection, for geometric constructions on the
h–subspace. The Finsler geometries determined by such d–connections are not metric compatible on total space
of TM and characterized by nontrivial nonmetricity fields, Q := Dg, BQ 6= 0 and ChQ 6= 0. We studied various
generalizations affine–Finsler and affine–Lagrange spaces in Part I of [14]. Nontrivial nonmetricity fields (and
"nonstandard" definitions of scalar and Ricci curvatures of Finsler spaces) present, in general, difficulties for
definition of spinors and Dirac type operators, formulating conservation laws etc, see critical remarks in [28, 19].
So, there are substantial geometric and physical reasons to work with Finsler–Cartan type spaces and similar
metric compatible configurations for applications in modern gravity and cosmology.
2.2.5 Finsler variables in general relativity
In this section, we show how the Einstein gravity can re–written equivalently in Finsler like variables.
Let us consider a (pseudo) Riemannian space V with nonholonomic 2+2 splitting N = {Nai } and d–metric
g = {gαβ} = {gα′β′}, which can be written in the form (13) and/or (14) and (15). We can always introduce
on a well–defined cart for an atlas covering V a homogeneous function F(x, y) satisfying the conditions of
Definition 2.6 and Remark 2.1. Using such a formal (pseudo) Finsler generating function, we can construct a
Sasaki d–metric of type (28), for f˜ij :=
1
2
∂2F2
∂yi∂yj
and N˜ aj obtained for F → F following formulas (27) and (26).
With respect to dual local basis duα = (dxi, dya), such a total metric can be written in the form
f
αβ
=
[
f˜ij + N˜
a
i N˜
b
j f˜ab N˜
e
j f˜ae
N˜ ei f˜be f˜ab
]
.
Solving a quadratic algebraic equation for eαα′(u), for given values gα′β′ and fαβ(u),
g
α′β′
(u) = eαα′(u)e
β
β′(u)fαβ(u), (32)
we can re–write connections and tensors on V, up to frame/coordinate transforms, in terms of variables
(
F : f˜
)
or (g,N) . We may change the carts and coordinates and F in order to get real well–defined solutions for
vierbeins eαα′ .
The above constructions depend on arbitrary generating function F , which states a 2+2 splitting via formu-
las (27) and (26) and respective frames (8) and (9), in their turn admitting transforms to N–elongated values
determined by Nai and/or N˜
a
j . This reflects the principle of general covariance when some additional nonholo-
nomic constraints are imposed on frame structure. If a relation (32) is established on V, we can compute the
Levi–Civita connection ∇ using the values f
αβ
and/or, equivalently, gαβ . We can also compute the coefficients
of D (16) and D˜ (29) with distortion relations of type (5). All such values are completely determined by
g
α′β′
(equivalently by f
αβ
). Technically, it is difficult to solve in general form the Einstein equations of ∇
written in Finsler like variable because they contain terms up to forth derivatives of F etc. Nevertheless, we
can use some convenient data (g,N) in order to find a general solution gαβ of the system (21) and to find some
variables f
αβ
using (32). If the constraints (22) are imposed additionally, we generate solutions in GR. For
Finsler generalizations, we do not have to consider such Levi–Civita conditions.
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Conclusion 2.1 1. Any metric compatible Finsler–Cartan geometry can be modelled as a nonholonomic
Riemann–Cartan geometry with an effective d–torsion completely determined by the metric and N–connection
structures. We do not need additional algebraic equations as in Einstein–Cartan gravity in order to find
the d–torsion coefficients.
2. Any (pseudo) Riemannian manifold can be equivalently described by geometric data (g,∇), and/or (g,N,D),
and/or, in Finsler like variables, (F : f˜ = g, N˜ aj , D˜).
2.3 Conformal transforms and N–connections
With respect to arbitrary or coordinate frames, it is not a trivial task to define conformal transforms because
of generic anisotropy of spaces enabled with N–connection structure (in particular, for Finsler–Cartan spaces)
and nonlinear dependence of metric and connections on Nai and/or N˜
a
j . Nevertheless, in N–adapted frames (8)
and (9), certain analogy to Riemann–Cartan spaces can be found.
Let us denote by D any of metric compatible d–connections (16) or D˜ (29). The torsion and curvature
tensors (see N–adapted coefficients (17) and (18) and, respectively, (30) and (31)) are computed in abstract
index form via
∆αβf = T
γ
αβDγf and
(
∆αβ −T
γ
αβDγ
)
Vτ = RταβγV
γ ,
for
∆αβ := DαDβ −DβDα = 2D[αDβ] (33)
and arbitrary scalar function f(x, y) and d–vectorVγ (in this work, we follow a different rule/order of contracting
indices than that in [1]).
We can consider a source d–tensor Υαβ = −λgαβ + 8πGTαβ , where, for 2 + 2 splitting, λ and G are
respectively the cosmological and Newton constants (such values can be defined via Sasaki lifts, for 4+4 models
on tangent bundles). The Einstein equations for Dα can be written similarly to (21),
Rαβ −
1
2
gαβ sR+ λgαβ = 8πGTαβ , (34)
where Rαβ := R
γ
αβγ and sR := g
αβRαβ . In the spinor formulation of gravity, there are used
sR := 24Λ = 4λ− 8πGT
τ
τ , (35)
Φαβ := 3Λgαβ −
1
2
Rαβ = 8πG(
1
4
Tττgαβ −Tαβ)
and the conformal d–tensor
C
τ γ
αβ := R
τ γ
αβ + 2R
[τ
[α δ
γ]
β] +
1
3
sRδ
γ
[αδ
τ
β] = R
τ γ
αβ + 4P
[τ
[α δ
γ]
β] (36)
where δγβ is the Kronecker symbol and
2Pαβ =
1
6
sRgαβ −Rαβ . (37)
Such d–tensor formulas are related to similar ones for the Levi–Civita connection ∇ via distortions D = ∇+Q
(5),where all values are determined by a corresponding d–metric (13) or (28). This results in distortions of
d–tensors,
Rαβ = Rαβ +Qαβ, sR = R+ sQ, (38)
Rταβγ = Rταβγ +Qταβγ , Cταβγ = Cταβγ + WQταβγ ,
were the left label WQταβγ is from the distortion of Weyl’s type conformal d–tensor.
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Proposition 2.3 Under conformal transforms of coefficients d–metric (13),
ĝαβ := ̟
2(u)gαβ , (39)
preserving the N–connection structure N = {Nai }, the conformal d–tensor (36) satisfies the conditions
Ĉταβγ = ̟
2Cταβγ and Ĉ
τ
αβγ = C
τ
αβγ .
Proof. Such transforms can be verified by a N–adapted calculus with respect to fixed N–elongated (8) and
(9). We note here that with respect to a coordinate frame, for a metric (14) with coefficients (15), a transform
(39) define a nonlinear transform of metric. The property of rescalling holds only for the d–metric coefficients
with respect to fixed data N = {Nai }.

The Bianchi identities for D,
D[αR τα]βγ = 0, or D
τ Ĉγταβ = −2D[βPγ]α, (40)
are standard ones with possible h- and v–projections [14].
Theorem 2.7 For any fixed data (gαβ , N
a
i ) , there is a nonholonomic deformation to some
(
gα′β′ , N
a′
i′
)
for
which Cτ ′α′β′γ′ = 0 with respect to a re-defined e
β′ = (ej
′
, eb
′
) (9).
Proof. Let us fix a d–metric (13) with coefficients gα′β′ := ̟
2(u)ηαβ with ηαβ being diagonal constants of
any necessary signature (±1,±, ...,±), with respect to some eβ
′
= (ej
′
= dxj
′
, eb
′
= dyb
′
+N b
′
i′ dx
i′). For such a
d–metric and N–adapted co–bases, we can verify that Cτ ′α′β′γ′ = 0, as a consequence of Proposition 2.3. We
can redefine data ( (13),gα′β′) in a coordinate form (14) with coefficients (15) (with primed indices, gα′β′).
Then considering arbitrary frame transforms e
α′
α we can compute gαβ = e
α′
αe
β′
βgα′β′ . Finally, we can re–define
for a nonholonomic 2 + 2, or 4 + 4, splitting certain data (gαβ , N
a
i ) , for which, in general, Cταβγ 6= 0, and
the corresponding to ∇, Cταβγ 6= 0. Such construction with nonholonomic deformations are possible because
vierbeins (11) may depend on some N–coefficients which can be present also in the generic off–diagonal form
of "primary" metric. The transformation laws of d–objects on nonholonomic manifolds with N–connection are
different from those on usual manifolds without N–connection splitting (1).

Conclusion 2.2 An arbitrary (pseudo) Riemannian spacetime V with metric structure g = {gαβ} is not con-
formally flat, i.e. Cταβγ 6= 0, for ∇. Nevertheless, we can always associate a nonholonomic manifold V enabled
with the same metric structure but with such a N–connection N when the corresponding canonical d–connection
D is with zero Weyl d–tensor Cταβγ = 0 (we omit priming of indices).
The above values Cταβγ and Cταβγ are related in unique form by distortions (5) for a unique D = ∇+Q (5).
Such constructions depend on prescribed distribution N. They do not violate a principle of general covariance
on V , or V. We can prescribe a necessary type distribution, adapted all constructions to N–splitting, and then
re–define everything in arbitrary systems of reference.
Finally, we note that similar statements can be formulated, up to some frame transforms (32), for the cases
when (g,N,D) → (g˜, N˜, D˜), i.e. for a Finsler–Cartan space, or any such variables on a (pseudo) Riemannian
manifold.
3 Finsler–Cartan Spinors and Einstein gravity
Spinor and twistor geometries for data (g,N,D) and N–adapted frames can be elaborated [20, 21, 22, 26, 14]
similarly to those for (g,∇) in arbitrary frames of reference [1, 2, 3, 4]. The concept of distinguished spinor,
d–spinor, was introduced as a couple of h– and v–spinors derived for a N–connection splitting (1), see a brief
summary in sections 2.2 and 3.1 of [26].
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3.1 Spinors and N–connections
We provide main definitions and introduce an abstract index formalism adapted nonholonomic mani-
folds/bundles with n+m splitting
3.1.1 Clifford N–adapted structures and spin d–connections
Definition 3.1 We define a Clifford d–algebra as a ∧V n+m algebra determined by a product uv + vu =
2g(u,v) I, with associated h–, v–products
hu hv + hv hu = 2 hg(u, v) hI, vu vv + vv vu = 2 vh( vu, vv) vI,
for any u = ( hu, vu), v = ( hv, vv) ∈ V n+m, where I, hI and vI are unity matrices of corresponding
dimensions (n+m)× (n+m), or n× n and m×m. 7
Any metric hg on hV is defined by sections of T hV provided with a bilinear symmetric form on continuous
sections Sec(T hV). We can define Clifford h–algebras hCl(TxhV), γiγj + γjγi = 2 gij
hI, in any point
x ∈ T hV.
The Clifford d–module of a vector bundle E (in general, we can consider a complex vector bundle Eπ : E →
V) is defined by the C(V)–module Sec(E) of continuous sections in E, c : Sec( NCl(V))→ End(Sec(E)). Pre-
scribing a N–connection structure, a Clifford N–anholonomic bundle onV is by definition NCl(V)
.
= NCl(T ∗V),
where T ∗ is the dual tangent bundle.
Definition 3.2 A Clifford d–space associated to data g(x, y) (13) and N for a nonholonomic manifold V is
defined as a Clifford bundle
Cl(V) = hCl(hV) ⊕ vCl(vV),
with Clifford h–space, hCl(hV)
.
= hCl(T ∗hV), and Clifford v–space,
vCl(vV)
.
= vCl(T ∗vV).
Let V n be a vector space provided with Clifford structure. We write hV n if its tangent space is provided
with a quadratic form hg and consider hCl(V n) ≡ Cl( hV n) using the subgroup SO( hV n) ⊂ O( hV n). A
standard definition of spinors is possible using sections of a vector bundle S on a manifold M being considered
an irreducible representation of the group Spin(M)
.
= Spin(T ∗xM) defined on the typical fiber. The set of
sections Sec(S) defines an irreducible Clifford module.
The space of complex h–spins is defined by the subgroup
hSpinc(n) ≡ Spinc( hV n) ≡ hSpinc(V n) ⊂ Cl( hV n),
determined by the products of pairs of vectors w ∈ hV C when w
.
= pu where p is a complex number of module
1 and u is of unity length in hV n. Similar constructions can be performed for the v–subspace vV m, which
allows us to define similarly the group of real v–spins. A h–spinor bundle hS on a h–space hV is a complex
vector bundle with both defined action of the h–spin group hSpin(V n) on the typical fiber and an irreducible
representation of the group hSpin(V) ≡ Spin(hV)
.
= Spin(T ∗xhV). The set of sections Sec(
hS) defines an
irreducible Clifford h–module.
Definition 3.3 A distinguished spinor (d–spinor) bundle S
.
= ( hS, vS) for V, dimV = n+m, is a complex
vector bundle with an action of the spin distinguished (d–group) Spin V
.
= Spin(V n) ⊕ Spin(V m) with an
irreducible representation Spin(V)
.
= Spin(T ∗V). The set of sections Sec(S) = Sec( hS) ⊕ Sec( vS) is an
irreducible Clifford d–module.
The considerations presented above provide a proof for
7in certain cases, we shall consider only ”horizontal” geometric constructions if they are similar to ”vertical” ones
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Theorem 3.1 Any d–metric and N–connection structures define naturally the fundamental geometric objects
and structures (such as the Clifford h–module, v–module and Clifford d–modules,or the h–spin, v–spin structures
and d–spinors) for the corresponding nonholonomic spin manifold and/or N–anholonomic spinor (d–spinor)
manifold.
We consider a Hilbert space of finite dimension and denote a local dual coordinate basis ei
.
= dxi on hV. In N–
adapted form, it is possible to introduce certain classes of orthonormalized vielbeins and the N–adapted vielbeins,
eıˆ
.
= eıˆ i(x, y) e
i and ei
.
= eii(x, y) e
i, when gij eıˆ ie
ˆ
j = δ
ıˆˆ and gij eiie
j
j = g
ij . This allows us to define the
algebra of Dirac’s gamma h–matrices with self–adjoint matrices Mk(C), where k = 2
n/2 is the dimension of the
irreducible representation of Cl(hV) derived from the relation γ ıˆγ ˆ+γ ˆγ ıˆ = 2δıˆˆ hI. The action of dxi ∈ Cl(hV)
on a spinor hψ ∈ hS can be parameterized by formulas hc(dxıˆ)
.
= γ ıˆ and hc(dxi) hψ
.
= γi hψ ≡ ei ıˆ γ
ıˆ hψ.
The algebra of Dirac’s gamma v–matrices is defined by self–adjoint matrices M ′k(C), where k
′ = 2m/2 is the
dimension of the irreducible representation of Cl(F ), for a typical fiber F ), when γaˆγ bˆ + γ bˆγaˆ = 2δaˆbˆ vI. The
action of dya ∈ Cl(F ) on a spinor vψ ∈ vS is vc(dyaˆ)
.
= γaˆ and vc(dya) vψ
.
= γa vψ ≡ eaaˆ γ
aˆ vψ.
In general, a matrix calculus with gamma d–matrices can be elaborated for a total d–metric structure
g = hg ⊕ vh. We consider d–spinors ψ˘
.
= ( hψ, vψ) ∈ S
.
= ( hS, vS) and d–gamma matrix relations
γαˆγβˆ + γβˆγαˆ = 2δαˆβˆ I. The action of duα ∈ Cl(V) on a d–spinor ψ˘ ∈ S resulting in distinguished irreducible
representations c(duαˆ)
.
= γαˆ and
c = (duα) ψ˘
.
= γα ψ˘ ≡ eααˆ γ
αˆ ψ˘.
We obtain d–metric – d–gamma matrix relations
γα(u)γβ(u) + γβ(u)γα(u) = 2gαβ(u) I,
which can re–written for "boldface" coefficients of metric. In irreducible form γ˘
.
= hγ⊕ vγ and ψ˘
.
= hψ⊕ vψ,
or, γα
.
= ( hγi, vγa) and ψ˘
.
= ( hψ, vψ).
The spin connection S∇ for (pseudo) Riemannian manifolds is standardly determined by the Levi–Civita
connection, S∇
.
= d− 14 Γ
i
jkγiγ
j dxk. Similar constructions are possible for nonholonomic manifolds enabled
with metric compatible d–connections (for instance, in Finsler–Cartan geometry). The spin d–connection op-
erators S∇ can be similarly constructed from any metric compatible d–connection Γ
α
βµ (for instance, with
coefficients (16), or (29)), when for a scalar function f(x, y) in the form
δf = (eνf) δu
ν = (eif) dx
i + (eaf) δy
a,
for δuν = eν (9).
Definition 3.4 The canonical (Finsler–Cartan) spin d–connection is defined by D = {Γαβµ} (D˜ = {Γ˜
α
βµ})
following formula
SD
.
= δ −
1
4
Γαβµγαγ
βeµ ( SD˜
.
= δ −
1
4
Γ˜αβµγαγ
βeµ).
For the purposes of this work, we shall consider abstract index formulations of d–spinor calculus for non-
holonomic manifolds/bundles with splitting 2 + 2, or 4 + 4.
3.1.2 Abstract d–tensor and d–spinor indices
Indices of d–tensors are considered as a set of labels which can changed into respective sets of d–spinor indices,
primed and unprimed (with dots and without dots) following, for instance, such rules: Ψαβµ = ΨA˙A˙
′B˙B˙′
M˙M˙ ′
,
where dot spinor capital indices correspond small Greek tensor indices. For h- and/or v–decompositions, when
ξα = (ξi, ξa), we shall write ξA˙A˙
′
= (ξII
′
, ξAA
′
), where ξII
′
is for a horizontal spinor–vector and ξAA
′
is for
vertical spinor–vector. In similar forms, we can consider h- and v- and spinor decompositions for forms and
tensors with mixed indices. So, we shall follow the formalism from [1] but re–defined in a form to be able to
encode spinorially d–tensors with possible N–adapted splitting. Primed spinor indices are complex conjugated
with corresponding unprimed, for instance, ξA˙A˙′ = ξ
A˙′A˙
, ξII′ = ξ
I′I
etc both for up and low indices.
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We can consider antisymmetric ε–spinors on total spaces and h- and v-subspaces with the properties,
εA˙
′B˙′ : = εA˙
′B˙′ = εA˙B˙ , εA˙′B˙′ := εA˙′B˙′ = εA˙B˙ ;
εI
′J ′ : = εI
′J ′ = εIJ , εI′J ′ := εI′J ′ = εIJ for h–spinor indices;
εA
′B′ : = εA
′B′ = εAB , εA′B′ := εA′B′ = εAB for v–spinor indices.
This is related to the rules of transforming low indices into up ones, and inversely, using metrics and/or d–
metrics, for instance, gαβ = [gij , gab] and g
αβ = [gij , gab]. In brief, the spinor decompositions of metrics are
written in the form,
gαβ = εA˙B˙εA˙′B˙′ ,g
αβ = εA˙B˙εA˙
′B˙′ ; (41)
gij = εIJεI′J ′ , g
ij = εIJεI
′J ′ , for h–metrics;
gab = εABεA′B′ , g
ab = εABεA
′B′ , for h–metrics.
In our works [20, 21, 22, 26, 14], we used also N–adapted gamma matrices generating corresponding Clifford
algebras for spinors (some authors call them σ–symbols or transition indices from Minkowski tetrads to spin
systems of reference, on corresponding tangent bundles). In brief, such a formalism is related to orthonormalized
(co) bases, eα′ = (ei′ , ea′) and e
β′ = (ej
′
, eb
′
), where d–tensor primed indices are used for definition of 4 × 4
γ–matrices γα′ = (γ
A˙A˙′
α′ ) satisfying the relations
γα′γβ′ + γβ′γα′ = 2ηα′β′ , (42)
where the Minkowski metric ηα′β′ is, for instance, of signature (+ + +−) for a formal 2 + 2 splitting
8. Using
transforms of type e
α
α′ = e
α
α′ e
α
α and their inverse, we can write
γαγβ + γβγα = 2gαβ and γαγβ + γβγα = 2gαβ
where d–metric (13) and, respectively, (14) and (15), including N–coefficients, are considered for eα = e
α
α ∂α
and eβ = eββdu
β with decompositions of type (10) and (11). With γ–matrices, for instance the first relation in
(41) is written
gαβ = γ
A˙A˙′
α γ
B˙B˙′
β εA˙B˙εA˙′B˙′ (43)
for γA˙A˙
′
α′ := e
α
α′ γ
A˙A˙′
α (we omit similar decompositions for h- and v–indices). For simplicity, in this work we
shall follow abstract algebraic decompositions not writing gamma matrices even formulas of type (43) are
necessary for constructing in explicit form exact generic off–diagonal solutions with nontrivial N–coefficients of
Einstein–Dirac systems.
3.2 N–adapted spinors and nonholonomic (Finsler) gravity
3.2.1 N–adapted covariant derivatives and spin coefficients
In brief, we shall write the d–spinor equivalents as
Dα = DA˙A˙′ = DA˙′A˙,Di = DII′ = DI′I ,Da = DAA′ = DA′A
etc. Fixing spin diads ε
A˙
A˙
= (ε 0
A˙
, ε 1
A˙
), ε
I
I = (ε
0
I , ε
1
I ), ε
A
A = (ε
0
A , ε
1
A ), and theirs respective duals, ε
A˙
A˙
, ε II , ε
A
A ,
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we can introduce N–adapted d–spin coefficients,
γ
B˙
A˙A˙
′
C˙
:= ε
B˙
A˙
D
A˙A˙
′ε A˙
C˙
= −ε A˙
C˙
D
A˙A˙
′ε
B˙
A˙
,
γ
J
II′K
:= ε
J
I DII′ε
I
K = −ε
I
I DII′ε
J
I , γ
B
AA′C
:= ε
B
A DAA′ε
A
C = −ε
A
A DAA′ε
B
A ,
which are equivalent to the spin d–connection from Definition 3.4. This way, we can introduce a canonical
and/or Cartan type null–tetradic type calculus etc. For simplicity, we shall omit in the future spinor h- and
v–index formulas if that will not result in ambiguities or lost of some important properties.
8on tangent bundles to Lorentz manifolds of dimension 8=4+4, we can use one such a gamma relation for the h–subspace and
another one for the v–subspace
9in our approach the underlined indices are equivalent to "boldface" indices in [1]
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3.2.2 Spinor d–curvature and Bianchi identities
Following a N–adapted d–spinor calculus with abstract indices for nonholonomic splitting 2+2 (for simplicity,
we shall consider "dot" spinor indices; only some examples for Finsler–Cartan configurations will be considered),
we prove:
Theorem 3.2 In d–spinor variables,
• the canonical d–commutator (33) (d–torsion (17)) is
∆αβ = εA˙B˙A˙′B˙′ + εA˙′B˙′A˙B˙,
∆ij = εIJI′J ′ + εI′J ′IJ , ,∆ia = εIAI′A′ + εI′A′IA, ...
where A˙B˙ := DA˙′(A˙D
A˙′
B˙)
and A˙′B˙′ := DA˙(A˙′D
A˙
B˙′)
etc;
• the spinor d–commutators acting on a d–spinor κC˙ result in
A˙B˙κC˙ = [ΨC˙T˙ A˙B˙ + Λ(εA˙C˙εB˙T˙ + εA˙T˙ εB˙C˙)]κ
T˙ ,
A˙′B˙′κC˙ = ΦC˙T˙ A˙′B˙′κ
T˙ ;
• the Riemann d–tensor (18) is
R τγαβ = ΨT˙ C˙A˙B˙εA˙′B˙′εT˙ ′C˙′ +ΨT˙ ′C˙′A˙′B˙′εA˙B˙εT˙ C˙ +ΦT˙ ′C˙′A˙B˙εA˙′B˙′εT˙ C˙
+ΦT˙ C˙A˙′B˙′εA˙B˙εT˙ ′C˙′ + 2Λ(εA˙C˙εB˙T˙ εA˙′C˙′εB˙′T˙ ′ − εA˙T˙ εB˙C˙εA˙′T˙ ′εB˙′C˙′),
for Λ = Λ = 124 sR;
• the Weyl conformal d–tensor (36) splits into anti–selfdual,
−C αβγτ := ΨA˙B˙C˙T˙ εA˙′B˙′εC˙′T˙ ′ ,
and selfdual parts,
+C αβγτ := ΨA˙′B˙′C˙′T˙ ′εA˙B˙εC˙T˙ ,
when C αβγτ =
−C αβγτ +
+C αβγτ .
Similar N–adapted 2 + 2 decompositions can be computed for D˜i = D˜II′ = D˜I′I , D˜a = D˜AA′ = D˜A′A. For
instance, the components of the Finsler–Cartan curvature (31) can be written
R˜ ijkh = Ψ˜IJKHεI′J′εK′H′ + Ψ˜I′J′K′H′εIJεKH + Φ˜IJK′H′εI′J′εKH + (44)
Φ˜I′J′KHεIJεK′H′ + 2Λ(εIKεJHεI′K′εJ′H′ − εIHεJKεIHεJK),
P˜ ijka = Ψ˜IJKAεI′J′εK′A′ + Ψ˜I′J′K′A′εIJεKA + Φ˜IJK′A′εI′J′εKA +
Φ˜I′J′KAεIJεK′A′ + 2Λ(εIKεJAεI′K′εJ′A′ − εIAεJKεIAεJK),
...
We note that we can apply the formalism from [1] for any h- and v–values (with not "dot" indices) and, in
general form for small Greek d–tensor indices, with "dot" indices), if we work in N–adapted frames and keep
in mind that Finsler like d–connections Dα, or D˜α, are with torsions completely determined by data (g,N).
Following such rules, we obtain proofs for
Theorem 3.3 • The Bianchi identities (40) transform into
DA˙
B˙′
ΨA˙B˙C˙T˙ = D
A˙′
(B˙
ΦC˙T˙ )A˙′B˙′ , D
C˙A˙′ΦC˙T˙ A˙′B˙′ = −3DT˙ B˙′Λ;
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• the Einstein d–equations (6), (21) and/or (34) transform the first identity into
DA˙
B˙′
ΨA˙B˙C˙T˙ = 8πGD
A˙′
(B˙
TC˙T˙ )A˙′B˙′ , see also (35);
• the vacuum field equations for locally anisotropic models with nontrivial cosmological constant λ = 6Λ are
ΦC˙T˙ A˙′B˙′ = 0,DA˙B˙′ΨA˙B˙C˙T˙ = 0;
• in Cartan–Finsler gravity models with 2 + 2 splitting, similar formulas hold for D→ D˜;
• all equations from this theorem transform into similar ones for the Levi–Civita connection ∇ if and only
if ∆αβ = 0, or ∆˜αβ = 0, see (33), which is equivalent to (7).
3.2.3 N–adapted conformal transforms
Let us introduce the value
Υα := ̟
−1Dα̟ = Dα ln̟, (45)
where the nonzero positive function ̟(u) is taken for conformal transforms ĝαβ := ̟
2gαβ (39) from Proposition
2.3. Using the first formula in (41), we conclude that in N–adapted form
εA˙B˙ → ε̂A˙B˙ = ̟εA˙B˙ and εA˙′B˙′ → ε̂A˙′B˙′ = ̟εA˙′B˙′ .
A corresponding abstract d–spinor calculus for last formula in Theorem 3.2 results in proof of
Proposition 3.1 In N–adapted form, Ψ̂A˙B˙C˙T˙ = ΨA˙B˙C˙T˙ .
Applying statements of Theorem 3.3, we obtain formulas
D̂A˙A˙
′
ΨA˙B˙C˙T˙ = Υ
A˙A˙′ΨA˙B˙C˙T˙ and D
T˙
A˙′
ΨA˙B˙C˙T˙ = D
B˙′
(B˙
PA˙)C˙A˙′B˙′ ,
and D̂B˙
′
(B˙
Φ̂C˙T˙ )A˙′B˙′ = Υ
A˙
A˙′
ΨA˙B˙C˙T˙ .
Remark 3.1 Vacuum solutions of Einstein equations in general relativity and models of Finsler–Cartan gravity
withD, or D˜, are not conformally invariant. This follows from the fact that even ΦC˙T˙ A˙′B˙′ = 0 the above formula
with D̂B˙
′
(B˙
Φ̂C˙T˙ )A˙′B˙′ does not result in zero Φ̂C˙T˙ A˙′B˙′ . Nevertheless, it should be emphasized here that such results
are for a fixed N–connection structure N, or N˜. We can transform some data (g,N) with (non) zero ΦC˙T˙ A˙′B˙′
into certain (ηg,ηN) with, for instance, ηΦC˙T˙ A˙′B˙′ = 0, and/or
ηD̂B˙
′
(B˙
ηΦ̂C˙T˙ )A˙′B˙′ =
ηΥA˙
A˙′
ηΨA˙B˙C˙T˙ = 0, for
instance, following the anholonomic deformation method [5, 14, 19].
Via N–adapted d–spinor calculus, we can prove
Theorem 3.4 Under N–adapted conformal transforms, the values determining the vacuum Einstein equations
for D transform following rules
Φ̂C˙T˙ A˙′B˙′ = ΦC˙T˙ A˙′B˙′ = −DC˙(B˙′ΥA˙′)T˙ +ΥC˙(B˙′ΥA˙′)T˙
= ̟DC˙(B˙′DA˙′)T˙̟
−1 = −̟−1D̂C˙(B˙′D̂A˙′)T˙̟,
4̟2Λ̂ = 4Λ + (DαΥα +Υ
αΥα) = 4Λ +̟
−1̟,
for  := DαDα.
Using the operators DC˙B˙′ and/or D˜C˙B˙′ , we can construct other conformally N–adapted invariant values,
for instance, a Finsler like Bach d–tensor (it can be constructed similarly to formulas (6.8.42)-(6.8.45) in [1] but
for d–connections).
Finally, we note that we can formulate spinor N–adapted differential geometries and derive following
geometric/N–adapted variational principles certain gravitational and matter field equations for V,dimV =
n+m;n,m ≥ 2, generalizing for higher dimensions the tensor and spinor abstract index formalism.
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4 Nonholonomic (Finsler) twistors
The twistor theory was elaborated with a very general goal to translate the standard physics in the language
of complex manifolds mathematics when spacetime points and fundamental properties and field interactions are
derived from certain fundamental principles being generalized former constructions for spinor algebra and ge-
ometry. The approach is characterized by certain important results in generating exact solutions of fundamental
matter field equations, twistor methods of quantization, formulating conservation laws in gravity and encoding,
for instance, of (anti) self–dual Yang–Mills and gravitational interactions, see details in Refs. [1, 2, 3, 4].
In some sense, our research interests are twofold: 1) The first aim to understand to what extend the
Twistor Program can be generalized for modified Finsler type spacetime geometries. 2) Nonholonomic (Finsler)
methods happen to be very effective in elaborating new geometric methods of constructing exact solutions
and quantization of gravity theories. The second aim is to clarify how such approaches can be related to
spinor and twistor geometry? Our constructions should provide not only "pure" academic generalizations of
twistor geometry for "more sophisticate" spacetime models with local anisotropies. Finsler like variables can
be introduced even in general relativity (similarly to various former tetradic, spinor etc approaches) which give
us new possibilities for developing the twistor theory for curved spaces and generic off–diagonal gravitational
and matter field interactions.
The aim of this section is to define twistors for nonholonomic (Finsler) spaces and show how such construc-
tions can be globalized on curved spaces via nonholonomic deformations of fundamental geometric structures.
4.1 Twistor equations for nonholonomic 2+2 splitting
Originally, twistors were introduced for complexified projective models of flat Minkowski spacetimes using
the two–spinor formalism. For nonholonomic manifolds enabled with N–connection structure, we can consider
analogs of flat spaces determined by data (g,N,D) for which the N–adapted Riemannian curvature and the
conformal Weyl d–tensors are zero (see Theorem 3.2). In general, such geometries are curved ones because the
curvature of ∇ is not zero. The spinor constructions are similar to those for (pseudo) Euclidean spaces if there
are used N–adapted frames (8) and (9).
4.1.1 Definition of nonholonomic twistors
Let us consider analogs of flat twistors on spaces enabled with N–connection structure.
Definition 4.1 The nonholonomic twistor equations are
D
(A˙
A˙′
ωB˙) = 0. (46)
Let us formulate the conditions when such equations are conformally invariant in N–adapted form. Choosing
ω̂B˙ = ωB˙ , we can compute
D̂A˙A˙′ω̂
B˙ = D̂A˙A˙′ω̂
B˙ + δB˙
A˙
ΥC˙A˙′ and D̂
(A˙
A˙′
ω̂B˙) = ̟−1D
(A˙
A˙′
ωB˙) (47)
where ΥC˙A˙′ is given by the conformal d–vector (45).
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Lemma 4.1 The nonholonomic twistor equations (46) are compatible if and only if
ΨT˙ A˙B˙C˙ω
T˙ = 0. (48)
Proof. It follows from DA˙
′(C˙DA˙
A˙′
ωB˙) = −(C˙A˙ωB˙) = −ΨA˙B˙ C˙
T˙
ωT˙ .

Using this lemma and via straightforward verifications in N–adapted frames, we can prove
10For simplicity, we shall consider that the spinor ωB˙ does not posses an electromagnetic charge.
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Theorem 4.1 If the compatibility conditions (48) are satisfied, we can solve the nonholonomic twistor equations
(46) in general form,
ωB˙ = ω˚B˙ − iu
B˙B˙′
π˚B˙′ and πB˙′ = π˚B˙′, (49)
DB˙B˙′ω
C˙ = −iδC˙
B˙
πB˙′,
where the point u
B˙B˙′
∈ V,i2 = −1, and ω˚B˙ and π˚B˙′ are constant values with respect to N–adapted frames (8)
and (9) for which ΨA˙B˙C˙T˙ = 0.
We can generalize the concept of twistors for flat spaces to nonholonomic manifolds which are conformally
flat in N–adapted form:
Definition 4.2 An nonholonomic (equivalently, anholonomic) twisor space Tα˙ is a four dimensional complex
vector space (with real eight dimensions) determined by elements of type Z α˙ = (ωA˙, πA˙′) with the two spinor
components ZA˙ = ωA˙ and ZA˙′ = πA˙′ defined by solutions of type (49).
Doted indices are used in order to emphasize that we work in N–adapted form. This allows us to preserve
with respect to N–adapted frames certain similarity to formulas from [1]. If D→ ∇, for conformally flat spaces,
we obtain Z α˙ → Zα ∈ Tα, i.e. standard Penrose’s twistors. Such constructions and relations depends on a
point 0u fixing a coordinate system.
Remark 4.1 In a similar form, we can introduce the space of nonholonomic dual twistors Tα˙ with elements
W α˙ = (W A˙ = λA˙,W
A˙′ = µA˙
′
), where
λA˙ = λ˚A˙ and µ
A˙′ = µ˚A˙
′
+ iu
A˙A˙′
λ˚A˙, (50)
DA˙A˙′µ
B˙′ = iδB˙′
A˙′
λA˙,
are solutions of the dual nonholonomic twistor equations D
(A˙′
A˙
µB˙′) = 0.
The complex conjugation of nonholonomic (dual) twistors follows the rules
Z α˙ = Zα˙ := (πA˙, ω
A˙′) and W α˙ = W
α˙
:= (µA˙, λA˙′).
We can consider higher valence twistors, for instance, Xα˙
β˙
where N–adapted twistor indices transform respec-
tively following rules (49) and (50) taken "-" or "+" before complex unity i.
4.1.2 Geometric/physical meaning of anholonomic twistors
A nonholonomic frame structure prescribes a corresponding spiral configuration for twistors and their con-
formal transforms.
Definition 4.3 -Corollary: The class of curved spaces generated by anholonomy relations (12) subjected to
the compatibility conditions (48) is characterized by anholonomic spirality
s˙ :=
1
2
Zα˙Zα˙, (51)
which is invariant under N–adapted conformal transforms.
Proof. It follows from verification that Z α˙Z α˙ = Ẑ
α˙
Ẑ α˙ (using formulas (47) and (49)).

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In both holonomic and nonholonomic cases, the simplest geometric interpretation is possible for the so–called
isotropic twistors when Z α˙Z α˙ = 0. Fixing a value π˚B˙′ 6= 0, we get from (49) that
uB˙B˙′ = ω˚B˙ω˚
B˙′
/i˚ω
A˙′
π˚A˙′ + τπ
B˙πB˙′, τ ∈ R,
describes a light ray propagating in N-adapted form in an effective locally anisotropic media and/or a curved
spacetime with geometric objects induced by nontrivial anholonomy coefficients . If π˚B˙′ = 0, such a light ray is
moved to infinity.
We can also characterize massless particles with momentum, rotation and spirality propagating in effective
curved spaces derived for certain anholonomy relations of moving frames. Taking Zα˙ = (ωA˙, πA˙′) with πA˙′ 6= 0,
we construct
pA˙′A˙′ := πA˙πA˙′ ,M
A˙A˙′B˙B˙′ := iω(A˙πB˙)εA˙
′B˙′ − iω(A˙
′
πB˙
′)εA˙B˙
and spin d–vector Sα =
1
2eαβγτp
βMγτ = s˙pα, where eαβγτ is the absolute antisymmetric d–tensor and s˙ is
computed as in (51). In local N–adapted form, such a physical interpretation of nonholonomic twistors is
possible with respect to bases of type (8) and (9) for which ΨA˙B˙C˙T˙ = 0. This describes a massless particle
moving in a subclass of curved spaces with nontrivial curvature for ∇ when certain anholonomic constraints are
imposed.
4.2 Finsler twistors on tangent bundles
Originally, the Finsler–Cartan geometry was constructed on tangent bundles with D = D˜ and 4+4 splitting
as we explained in section 2.2.3. The corresponding Weyl d–tensor C˜ταβγ is computed using formulas (36) but
for curvature coefficients (31) and curvature spinors (44).
Definition 4.4 The twistor equations for Finsler–Cartan geometries are
D
(I
I′ω
J) = 0,D
(A
A′ω
B) = 0. (52)
Choosing ω̂J = ωJ , ω̂B = ωB, we can compute
D̂II′ω̂
J = D̂II′ ω̂
J + δJI Υ˜KJ ′ and D̂
(I
I′ ω̂
J) = ̟−1D
(I
I′ω
J),
D̂AA′ω̂
B = D̂AA′ ω̂
B + δBA Υ˜CA′ and D̂
(A
A′ ω̂
B) = ̟−1D
(A
A′ω
B)′,
where Υ˜II′ := D˜II′ ln̟ ΥC˙A˙′ , Υ˜AA′ := D˜AA′ ln̟ are constructed similarly to the conformal d–vector (45).
If D = D˜, we can obtain from the Theorem 3.2 the
Corollary 4.1 The anti–sefldual Weyl d–spinors corresponding to the Cartan d–curvature
R˜αβγτ = {R˜
i
hjk, P˜
i
jka, S˜
a
bcd} (31) are characterized by h– and v–components {Ψ˜LIJK , Ψ˜DIJK , Ψ˜DABC}.
This results in a set of three conditions of compatibility:
Lemma 4.2 The Finsler–Cartan twistor equations (46) are compatible if and only if
Ψ˜LIJKω
L = 0, Ψ˜DIJKω
D = 0, Ψ˜DABCω
D = 0. (53)
All results on Finsler–Cartan twistors can be proved using formal Sasaki lifts g→ g˜ (28) and N→ N˜ (27)
with spinor coefficients (41) for the constructions with nonholonomic twistors and canonical d–connections.
Theorem 4.2 If the compatibility conditions (53) are satisfied, we can solve the nonholonomic twistor equations
(52) in general form for h–components,
ωJ = ω˚J − iu
JJ′
π˚J ′ and πJ ′ = π˚J ′, (54)
DJJ ′ω
K = −iδKJ πJ ′,
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and for v–components
ωB = ω˚B − iu
BB′
π˚B′ and πB′ = π˚B′, (55)
DBB′ω
C = −iδCBπB′,
where the point uα = (u
II′
, u
AA′
) ∈ TM and constant values are considered with respect to N–adapted frames
(8) and (9) when the conditions (53) are satisfied.
We can generalize the concept of twistors for flat spaces to nonholonomic manifolds which are conformally
flat in N–adapted form:
Definition 4.5 • A horizontal twisor space hTα˙ is a four dimensional complex vector space (with real eight
dimensions) determined by elements of type hZ i˙ = (ωI , πI′), i˙ = 1, 2, 3, 4 with the two spinor components
hZI = ωI and ZI′ = πI′ defined by solutions of type (54).
• A vertical twisor space vTα˙ is a four dimensional complex vector space (with real eight dimensions) deter-
mined by elements of type hZ a˙ = (ωA, πA′), a˙ = 5, 6, 7, 8 with the two spinor components vZ
A = ωA and
ZA′ = πA′ defined by solutions of type (55).
We conclude that nonholonomic twistor constructions for the Finsler–Cartan spaces dub as h- and v–
components the values introduced via canonical d–connections on V. Re–defining the abstract index formalism
for d–tensors and d–spinors, all formulas can be proved by similarity in N–adapted frames.
4.3 Nonholonomic local and global twistors
On N–adapted conformally flat nonholonomic manifolds, the solutions (49) of generalized twistor equations
(46) define certain global anholonomic twistor structures. If the conditions (53) are not satisfied, we can only
define a nonholonomic twistor bundle on a V when the geometric object depend on base manifold points.
This does not define an alternative description of nonholonomic manifolds (and Finsler–Cartan geometries) in
terms of certain generalized nonholonomic twistor spaces. For a prescribed N–connection structure N, we can
construct N–adapted local twistors with properties similar to those of holonomic twistors considered in Chapter
6, paragraph 9, in [1].
Nevertheless, nonholonomic/ Finsler spaces are characterized by more rich geometric structures which pro-
vide us new possibilities and methods for constructing new classes of generalized twistor – Finsler spaces and
applications in general relativity and modifications. We study two models of N–adapted twistor spaces in local
and global forms.
4.3.1 N–adapted local twistors and torsionless conditions
Let us consider a point u ∈ V for nonholonomic data (g,N,D).
Definition 4.6 A local N–adapted twistor uZ
α˙ (in brief, local d–twistor) in a point u is given by a couple of
N–adapted two–spinors ( uω
A˙, uπA˙′) in this point, which in a chosen anholonomic frame (8) and (9) satisfied
the rules: if gαβ → ĝαβ := ̟
2gαβ then
uZ
α˙ = ( uω
A˙, πA˙′)→ uẐ
α˙ = ( uω̂
A˙ = uω
A˙, uπ̂A˙′ = uπA˙′ + iΥA˙A˙′ uω
A˙).
The local d–vectors uZ
α˙ and uẐ
α˙ depend functionally, respectively, on (g,N,D,̟). The set Zα˙ =
∪u∈V( uZ
α˙) of all local twistors uZ
α˙ taken in all points u of V defines a vector bundle, when the fiber in
u is a complex four dimensional vector space (i. e. the spaces of local N–adapted twistors in u). Such a vector
bundle is nonholonomic being endowed with N–connection structure. For simplicity, we shall omit the left low
label "u" and write a local twistor as Zα˙ if that will not result in ambiguities.
In N–adapted (and/or general local) form, the connection ∇ can be constructed to possess zero coefficients
in a point and/or along a curve though such a point (the so–called normal coordinates). This allows us to
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define transports of usual local twistors along curves with tangent vector fields tA˙A˙
′
⊂ TV. We can generalize
such formulas for d–connections D and d–vectors tA˙A˙
′
and consider a local d–twistor Zα˙ which is constant in
N–adapted direction tα, when
tA˙A˙
′
DA˙A˙′ω
B˙ + itB˙A˙
′
πA˙′ = 0, (56)
tA˙A˙
′
DA˙A˙′πB˙′ + it
A˙A˙′PA˙A˙′B˙B˙′ω
B˙ = 0,
where PA˙A˙′B˙B˙′ is related to the Ricci d–tensor and scalar curvature of D as in formula (37) and a curve is
defined in vicinity of a point 0u in the form uA˙A˙
′
(τ) = 0uA˙A˙
′
+ tA˙A˙
′
τ, for a real parameter τ. The d–twistor
transport equations (56) have constant twistor solutions in 0u and along u(τ) which in any point satisfy the
conditions
D
(A˙
A˙′
ωB˙) = 0 and πA˙′ =
1
2
iDA˙A˙′ω
A˙. (57)
Corollary 4.2 The solutions for local d–twistors (57) can be globalized on V if and only if the conditions (48)
are satisfied, for instance, if the Weyl d–spinor vanishes.
Definition 4.7 The N–adapted covariant derivative operator (d–connection) along tα in the space of local d–
twistors is by definition
tD :=t
A˙A˙′DA˙A˙′ (58)
The local d–twistor d–connection (58) allows us to compute the variation of Zα˙ along u(τ), following formulas
(56) with nonzero right sides,
tDZ
α˙ =
(
tA˙A˙
′
DA˙A˙′ω
B˙ + itB˙A˙
′
πA˙′ , t
A˙A˙′DA˙A˙′πB˙′ + it
A˙A˙′PA˙A˙′B˙B˙′ω
B˙
)
.
Here we note that in similar form we can define dual local d–twistors of type W α˙ = (λA˙, µ
A˙′) with N–adapted
conformally invariant scalar product
W α˙Z
α˙ := λA˙ω
A˙ + µA˙
′
πA˙′
and property that
tD(W α˙Z
α˙) = ( tDW α˙)Z
α˙ +W α˙( tDZ
α˙).
Definition 4.8 -Lemma: The curvature d–tensor of local d–twistor d–connection is
i
(
tD vD− vD tD− [t,v]D
)
Zβ˙ = Zα˙Kβ˙α˙(t,v) = t
µvνK
β˙
α˙µν ,
for two d–vectors tµ = tM˙M˙
′
,vν = vN˙N˙
′
∈ TV and computed with N–adapted coefficients,
K
β˙
α˙µν =
 iεM˙ ′N˙ ′ΨB˙A˙M˙N˙ εM˙N˙DA˙′A˙ ΨB˙′A˙′M˙ ′N˙ ′ + εM˙ ′N˙ ′DB˙B˙′ΨB˙A˙M˙N˙
0 −iεM˙N˙Ψ
B˙′
A˙′M˙ ′N˙ ′
 .
Above constructions are determined by data (g,N,D =∇ +Q), see (5). In general, they can be redefined
for data (g,∇) using nonholonomic deformations.
Theorem 4.3 We can globalize in nonholonomic form the local twistor constructions for ∇ if there is a N–
connection structure N and associated D for which Kβ˙α˙µν = 0 and ∆αβ = 0.
Proof. It is a consequence of conditions of Theorem 3.2 when ∆αβ = 0 are equivalent to (7), i.e. the
nonholonomically induced torsion (by (g,N)) became zero. This is compatible with Conclusion 2.2 when
the conformal Weyl d–tensor/d–spinor for D can be zero but similar values for ∇ are not trivial. Such linear
connections are different even in some N–adapted frames they can be characterized by the same set of coefficients
(transformation laws under frame/coordinate changing are different).

We conclude that via nonholonomic transforms we can generate some compatible global nonholonomic
twistor equations even the standard twistor equations are not compatible for general curved spacetimes.
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4.3.2 Global extensions of N–adapted twistor structures
Our idea is to play with such nonholonomic distributions N which allows us to define spinors and twistors
in very general forms.
Claim 4.1 For any (pseudo) Riemannian metric structure g on a manifold V (or a fundamental Finsler func-
tion on tangent bundle TM), we can prescribe a N–connection which allows us to globalize N–adapted local
twistor structures.
Proof. Let us fix a d–metric (13) with coefficients gα′β′ := ̟
2(u)ηαβ with ηαβ being diagonal constants of
any necessary signature (±1,±, ...,±), with respect to some eβ
′
= (ej
′
= dxj
′
, eb
′
= dyb
′
+ N b
′
i′ dx
i′). For such
a d–metric and N–adapted co–bases, we can verify that Cτ ′α′β′γ′ = 0 as a consequence of Proposition 2.3. We
can redefine data ( (13), gα′β′) in a coordinate form (14) with coefficients (15) (with primed indices, gα′β′).
Then considering arbitrary frame transforms e
α′
α we can compute gαβ = e
α′
αe
β′
βgα′β′ . Finally, we can re–define
for a nonholonomic 2 + 2, or 4 + 4, splitting certain data (gαβ , N
a
i ) , for which, in general, Cταβγ 6= 0, and
the corresponding to ∇, Cταβγ 6= 0. Such construction with nonholonomic deformations are possible because
vierbeins (11) may depend on some N–coefficients of a generic off–diagonal form of "primary" metric. The
transformation laws of d–objects on nonholonomic manifolds with N–connection are different from those on
usual manifolds without N–connection splitting (1).

Nonholonomic twistor spaces can be associated to any metric structure if a necessary type h- v–splitting is
defined by corresponding N–connections. One of the important tasks is to formulate such conditions when certain
nonholonomic deformations can be used for encoding exact solutions of Einstein equations in nonholonomic
twistor structures and, inversely, to formulate nonholonomic twistor transforms generating exact solutions in
general relativity and modifications. We shall provide such constructions in our further works.
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